
ENGAGE PASSENGERS 
WITH A MODERN,  
EASY-ADD SOLUTION

More customizable than ever,  
with a crisp 4K view and new capabilities

Airshow® ASXi high-definition interactive moving maps



Surround your passengers with advanced capability that beautifully complements your 
overall in-flight experience. Our Airshow® ASXi high-definition interactive moving maps 
add sophisticated views all along your flight path.

Airshow ASXi is designed to offer the exceptional clarity that makes the most of an 
airline’s high-definition technology, including 4K, seat-back and cabin displays. It also 
keeps your passengers informed with more of the in-flight information they prefer.

BRING CRISP CLARITY TO EVERY SEAT

A more vivid world comes to your displays – With the newest Landsat 8 Mapset,  
Airshow ASXi enables passengers to explore the globe in high definition that’s never 
been more crisp and clear in the market.

How clear? Its basemap portrays global satellite imagery at 30 meters per pixel  
with terrain data, plus ultra high-focus maps at 3.75 meters per pixel. Airshow ASXi  
will delight your passengers with a spectacular level of clarity on HD or 4K seat-back  
and cabin monitors.

EASY TO 
INTRODUCE

This next-generation Airshow 
ASXi system is platform agnostic. 
It is designed to integrate 
seamlessly with third-party in-
flight entertainment (IFE) system 
providers such as:

• Safran Passenger Innovations, 
formerly Zodiac Inflight 
Innovations

• Panasonic Avionics

• Thales Group

• Burrana

Get this next-generation version 
of Airshow ASXi on your IFE 
system today. Airshow integrates 
with even the most advanced IFE 
hardware platforms. To offer your 
customers the most proliferated 
moving map available, contact 
Collins Aerospace today.

THE VIEWS ARE 
SPECTACULAR 
FROM HERE



SO MANY WAYS TO CAPTIVATE

More points of interest – Destination exploration is more  
fun and engaging with features such as Snapshot.

 

 

 

A new perspective – Shows a flight as if through the head-up 
display that the pilot sees. Passengers can also choose views 
that “see through” the aircraft in a variety of directions.

 

 

World Clocks

Command Center

Prayer Room

Flight Status

Cabin seat view

Head-up display

Snapshot

More in-depth service – Views of the system’s Command 

Center, World Clocks, Prayer Room (includes time to Miqat 

and direction of Mecca) and Flight Stats keep your passengers 

engaged and informed in precisely the ways they want. 
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